Abstract -Device-to-Device communication is introduced in cellular system to make full use of the spectrum resources. In order to study the D2D transmission capacity when the D2D multiplexing orthogonal and non-orthogonal of the resource sharing mode, the paper studies D2D system interference in LTE cellular networks. Due from cellular edge user vulnerability, D2D reuse non-orthogonal resources will bring a larger outage probability. In this paper, The D2D reuse resources of cellular users near the base station, which bring greater improvements in the outage probability of cellular users, and then calculated the outage probability and the transmission capacity of D2D in cell system. Found through simulation comparison, It is proximate between theoretical calculations and simulation values when multiplexed the preferred regional cellular user resources.
interference, as well as relay transmission, namely, how to switch between D2D and cellular network. Klaus Doppler [7] proposed three models to the D2D resources allocation in LTEAdvanced network: a dedicated resource model, the cellular mode and multiplexed mode,. Multiplexed mode contains of cellular users Uplink or Downlink resource reuse. Multiplexing cellular uplink resource would cause interference to base station, the multiplexed downlink resource would cause interference to cellular user. Some scholars have suggested that joined cooperative relay through research to increase the range of D2D communication applications. [8] proposed to select the appropriate user in the cell as a communications relay, to help users achieve communication between the base station. Three relay node approach are AF(Amplify and Forward) 、 DF (Detect and Forward) 、 CC(Coded Cooperation) 。 Transmission capacity is the maximum node density that system can withstand beyond certain outage probability. Since S.Weber proposed the concept of transmission capacity [9] , In the past few years, many associated with the study. J.Lee proposed a method to calculate the transmission capacity of the two networks in cognitive radio networks [10] ,when the distance between the pair users of primer network or secondary network is fixed, derived the optimal power ratio of the two networks and the distribution density of the secondary network, thus more succinct expression of the secondary network transmission capacity is got, On this basis, Ziyang Liu [11] introduce D2D as a secondary network to the primary network where D2D simultaneously share the spectrum resources of the two the primary networks, but the whole power allocated to two bands remain unchanged, and draw optimal power ratio, and the optimal D2D node density, and thereby infer D2D transmission capacity. The same time, as the basis of [9] , [12] solve the underlay and overlay of the transmission capacity, and compared t system capacity with capacity domain, this is more similar with [13] . Rahul Vaze study the transmission capacity of the multi-antenna [14] , the primary network is only a single antenna, while the secondary network is a multi-antenna, by draw the optimal STDOF and SRDOF and discussed to part of SRDOF to remove interference so as to maximize the transmission capacity of the secondary AdHoc network . Rahul Vaze [15] studied the multi-antenna interference cancellation and traffic adaptation literature techniques, so as to enhance the International Conference on Computer, Networks and Communication Engineering (ICCNCE 2013) transmission capacity. Upper bounds on the D2D.Transmission capacity of multi-hop is studied [16] , where potential sourcedestination paths are dynamically selected from a pool of randomly located relays, and a closed-form lower bound on the outage probability is derived in terms of the expected number of potential paths.
System Model And Interference Analyse
1. An example of coexisting of two different systems (the nodes of cellular UE and D2D UE). Figure 1 shows a cellular system which conclude D2D distribution, eNB in the cell center is the base station, which is FDD in the work.D2D users can communication directly under the coordination of eNB, and sharing resources with cellular users, we focuses D2D multiplexing the uplink resource of the cellular system, due to the orthogonality of the uplink resource system, for simplicity, nodes are fixed.
The user kind in cellular system is indicated for
, C is cellular communication and D is D2D communication.It is also assumed that the distribution of D2D nodes of system follows a stationary Poisson point process (PPP) with density of D  in the finite two-dimensional plane. The channel model includes path loss and Rayleigh fading. Therefore, the power of the node i received from j can be expressed as:
j  , i P is the power of node i, ij  is the Rayleigh fading index between i and j, and it has an exponential distribution with unit mean, ij X is the distance between node i and j,  is the pathloss exponent.
Interference in the system is mainly divided into two categories: 1、D2D user multiplex orthogonal resources to the cellular user, means that the D2D communication will not cause interference to cellular users, interference exists only between the D2D pairs using the same resource.2、D2D user multiplex the same resources with cellular user,so the eNB receive interference from D2D transmitter, at the same time D2D receiver receives interference from cellular user. The node of interference can be expressed as:
the signal to interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) at the typical receiver k becomes [10] 
where ji  is the fading factor on the power transmitted from the desired transmitter to the receiver, 0 N is the thermal noisepower, spectrum sharing systems are interference-limited systems, so the thermal noise is negligible in regimes of interest. So the SIR can be used instead of SINR, which allows simplification to ：
I is the sum of the power normalized interference from transmitting nodes of system j to the receiver of system k, which is defined as
,for QOS of system k(D2D or cellular users), SIR required to meet a certain threshold:
where K V is target SIR, then the probability of successful transmission can be defined as: I is independent to each other,
, then the probability of successful transmission can be changed to
Especially, When the interfering nodes is Poisson point distributed: is gamma function. Therefore, the success transmission probability of system k is:
where
D2D Multiplex Orthogonal Resource
D2D user multiplex orthogonal resources to the cellular user, means that D2D use the resources which is not occupied by cellular users, so interference exist only among D2D users, then the outage probability of reference receiver is
at the same time Transmission capacity can be expressed as
Where is the outage probability and  is the density of the D2D nodes, we set that
shows the relation between D2D density and the outage probability, Figure3 is the relation between D2D density and transmission capacity, we can find in Figure that the maximum of transmission capacity when the density is about -3 10 ,and the outage probability is 0.5,which is Unacceptable for systems, so the upper bound of outage probability should be limited in the system, for example:0.1. 
D2D Multiplex Non-orthogonal Resource
When D2D multiplexing non-orthogonal resource of cellular system, the D2D inevitably interfere with cellular systems, it is more complex than multiplexing orthogonal resource, for D2D users ,the interference is from D2D and cellular users which multiplex the same resource; for cellular users, the interference is only from D2D which multiplex the same resource. Now we analyze the impact of the cellular user distance from the base station for the outage probability of cellular users, we set that Pc/Pd=100, Pc is power of cellular transmitter, and Pd is power of D2D transmitter, target SIR is 10db,the distance of D2D is 10m, d cu is the distance of the base station to cellular user. We can know that the outage probability of the cellular user is: Figure 4 shows different outage probability of cellular user with d cu = 20,50,100, Obviously, with the distance from the base station farther ， the outage probability become much more higher, as a result, it is meanful to limit the distance of cellular user(use the same resource with D2D) to eNB. As the frequency multiplex factor of LTE cell is nearly 1,the interference to cellular users at the edge of cell is serious, coupled with D2D communication, it become worse. So we take the method that the D2D users multiplex the resource which is used by the cellular users near the eNB, instead of any resource. It is priority radius to guarantee the outage probability of the cellular users. The interference in the whole system is analyzed as follows:1、the interference to cellular user is from D2D users, while the interference from cellular user which use the same resource in other cell is negligible;2、the interference to D2D receiver is from other D2D transmitter and cellular user, both of them use the same resource. Most importantly, the priority radius should be set reasonable, the cellular user would be easy to outage if the radius is too large, similarly, it would be hardly to choose resource to multiplex if the radius is too small. The outage probability and transmission capacity of D2D is analyzed. As the probability of Successful transmission is
, there are two parts in  ,one is from cellular system and the other is from other D2D transmitters. We denote the part from cellular system is follow, which is equal to formula(5) :
For the part from the cellular user, we proof as follow: First, when the distance D CD between cellular user and D2D receiver is l , and that
Similarly, the transmission capacity of the D2D can be denated by formula (8) . We set R=500 D=50 V D =10,figure6 is the theoretical and simulation outage probability of D2D when multiplex non-orthogonal resource, compared to Fig2 we can found that the outage probability is larger for the existence of cellular interference, while with the increasement of D2D density, the gap decreases. And figure7 is the theoretical and simulation transmission capacity of D2D.
Summarize
This paper studies D2D transmission capacity in cellular system, we calculate the outage probability and transmission capacity when D2D multiplex orthogonal and non-orthogonal resource respectively. Besides, we proposed a way to protect the successful communication of cellular user: the priority radius:D2D reuse resources of cellular users near the base station, which bring greater improvements in the outage probability of cellular users, and then calculated the outage probability and the transmission capacity of D2D Fig.7 . The D2D outage probability accroding to D2D density.
